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Are you getting a 360° view of Leveraged Finance?

**Rating Navigator**
Fitch Ratings’ visual overview of the key quantitative and qualitative factors we analyze to arrive at an entity’s credit rating, embodying our commitment to providing clarity to investors and issuers.

**Documentation Score**
Covenant Review’s simple scoring tool to assess risks in documentation and measure a covenant’s strength to protect lenders.

**LFI Weekly**
LevFin Insight’s weekly recap that prepares you for the week ahead with forward-looking analysis.

**Fitch Connect**
Fitch Solutions’ credit analytics and macro intelligence platform designed to service the individual data consumption models of credit risk, debt market and strategic research professionals.

**Data tools**
Bond and loan search tools from Covenant Review to compare covenants and analyze precedents and trends for lenders and borrowers.

**Debt Organizational Structures**
Illustrated capital structures with organizational debt diagrams and highlight the rating rationale and key credit drivers from Fitch Ratings.

**Rating Action Commentaries**
Fitch Ratings’ credit analysis of a rating affirmation, downgrade or upgrade for an issuer, highlighting key rating drivers and sensitivities.

**Event-Driven Research**
Special reports from Covenant Review on borrower activity that may affect investors, regular trend reports on select data points.

**Interactive Leverage Tool**
Slice and dice LFI’s leverage statistics using customizable filters like corporate structure, rating, industry and borrower size.
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Fitch Assigns First-Time ‘BB’ IDR to F&R US Holdings (Refinitiv); Outlook Stable
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Refinitiv’s $5.5bn cross-border LBO bonds may be accelerated to this week’s business as U. dollar demand outstrips euros, Capital Structure says.

The $5.5 billion cross-border equivalent Refinitiv-laid down that was scheduled to receive early next week may be accelerated to this week’s business and may trigger a new demand, according to the report out of Leveraged Insights’ sister publication Capital Structure. The full story follows for reference.

High-Yield: Refinitiv Parent Ltd.’s $5.5bn cross-border LBO bond package may be accelerated as demand for the dollar component outstrips that for the euros.

Pricing was slated for 18 September at the end of the European roadshow, but this may now be brought forward to 14 September, deal sources said.

Books for the euro senior secured notes and senior notes were not at deal size (S/cm and S70).

For a Complete View of the Leveraged Finance Market Ask for Fitch.